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Chapter 4432 
On the top of Yunding Mountain, the ancient sword of Yunyang hangs high 

over the Tianhe River. 

Mark stood proudly in the void, pinched his fingers together, and muttered 

something. 

The difficult and obscure words lingered in the entire Yunding Mountain. 

For a moment, the mountains and rivers trembled. 

The ancient Yunyang sword blooms with divine splendor! 

A series of ancient runes flew out from the sword body. 

The golden lines, like flowing water, lingered around the sword body under 

Mark’s control! 

As if, come alive. 

At the foot of Yunding Mountain, Ericson Li and the others looked up. 

An Qi also stood quietly beside Ericson Li, waiting for Mark to set up the 

formation. 

“Mr. Chu is really getting better and better!” 

“An ancient sword, under the hands of Mr. Chu, can it be so good?” 

“It’s simply the work of heaven and man!” 



Ericson Li and the others looked up at the man who opened the formation 

with eyes full of admiration. 

Mark’s powerful means made them amazed and astonished. 

But when everyone was trembling, they only heard Mark drink suddenly. 

“go!” 

whoosh whoosh~ 

I saw the ancient Yunyang sword piercing the long sky, like thunder, falling 

from the nine heavens, across the sky. 

In the end, it went straight through Yunding Mountain. 

Once again, go deep into the hinterland of Yunding Mountain. 

And as the ancient Yunyang sword fell, the runes on the sword also flew to the 

eight directions of Qian, Kan, Gen, Zhen, Xun, Li, and Kun respectively on 

Yunding Mountain. 

Finally, become one with that land. 

After everything was completed, Mark stepped on the ground and stomped 

his feet, “Let’s go!” 

boom! 

It is as if the god of judgment came to the world. 

At the moment when Mark’s words fell, the world was originally silent, but 

suddenly, there was a golden light everywhere. 

Take Yunyang ancient sword as the center, and take eight directions as the 

circle. 



A total of nine beams of light shot up into the sky! 

From point to line, from line to surface. 

In the end, the entire Yunding Mountain is directly covered by a hemisphere. 

The vertical and horizontal sword energy filled the entire Yunding Mountain in 

an instant. 

The terrifying power rushed straight to Xiaohan. 

Looking at the scene in front of them, Ericson Li and the others were shocked. 

The golden streamer almost converged into the deep sea. 

The sword energy soaring into the sky is the huge wave in the sea, stirring up 

the heaven and the earth endlessly. 

“This this” 

“Is this a miracle?” 

Ericson Li lost his voice and muttered, Jin Bao and Yin Bao were also 

dumbfounded. 

Only An Qi stood there quietly, with a gentle smile of worship on the corners 

of her moist lips. 
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Although she can’t see it, but. An Qi felt that Mark must be very dazzling at 

this time. 

Dazzling, like the sun. 



In the early spring of that year, the Yunyang Sword Formation was completed! 

“This sword array covers a thousand meters. Wherever the sword energy 

reaches, water and fire will not invade, and gods and ghosts are not as good.” 

“Not only has the effect of protection, but also has the effect of killing the 

enemy.” 

“If Noirfork is in danger, you can enter it.” 

“Avoid disaster and avoid disaster.” 

“My words, you should take it to heart!” 

Mark’s faint words spread throughout Yunding Mountain along with the 

majestic sword energy. 

Ericson Li and the others knelt down and thanked Mark for his kindness. 

When they looked up again, Mark had already taken An Qi and floated away. 

Soon, it disappeared at the end of sight. 

“Mr. Chu, Noirfork is really kind to me.” 

Looking at the direction Mark was leaving, Ericson Li couldn’t help but feel 

emotional and grateful. 

————— 

————— 

After leaving Noirfork, Mark first brought An Qi back to the old house of the 

Chu family. 



An Qi just woke up now, Mark still wants to ask Grandma about the specific 

situation. 

In addition, Mark is preparing to go into seclusion and attack the divine realm. 

In Mark’s plan, he planned to go to the Buddha Mountain in India to retreat. 

If that’s the case, An Qi might have to entrust her to grandma to take care of 

her. 

On the way back, Mark told An Qi what happened in the martial arts world 

during his coma. 

Mark deliberately avoided An Qi’s father’s death. 

It only tells about the demise of Truman. 

When she learned that Mark had really defeated Chu Yuan and destroyed 

Trumen, An Qi felt happy for Mark from the bottom of her heart. 

But soon, An Qi’s mood fell again. 

“What about Aunt Tang?” 

“Is it dead too?” 

Tang Yun’s face soon appeared in An Qi’s mind. 

In the whole Trumen, apart from his parents and relatives, the one who treats 

him the best is Tang Yun, the master of the Trumen. 

Sometimes, when something goes wrong, it’s Aunt Tang who intercedes for 

her. 

Hearing Tang Yun’s name, Mark couldn’t help but twitched slightly. 



“No, she’s still alive.” 

“It’s just that after Truman disbanded, she didn’t know where she went.” 

After the fall of Truman, Mark also sent people to try to find Tang Yun’s trace. 

However, after the first battle at Yunding Mountain, Tang Yun seemed to have 

evaporated from the world, and there was no more news. 

Mark felt that she should have left with her sister. 

In this life, you will meet many people. 

Some people are just passers-by in life after all. 

It may have been unforgettable, but in the end, it was nothing more than 

forgetting each other in the rivers and lakes 
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“Truman is everything to Aunt Tang.” 

“Aunt Tang’s life is dedicated to the sect.” 

“You destroyed the most important thing in her heart. Aunt Tang must have 

broken her heart.” 

“Why” 

Angie let out a long sigh. 

When she was a child, Angie, who was carefree, often wondered why adults 

always have so many unhappy things. 



Just like his own father, one of the three Trumen families, powerful and 

powerful. 

Such a powerful person, what else can he be unhappy about? 

But now that she has grown up, An Qi really understands that life really has 

too much helplessness. 

Just like Mark and Tang Yun. 

None of them is wrong, but one person will lose everything in the end. 

“Mark, go find Aunt Tang.” 

“I’m really worried that Aunt Tang will be overwhelmed.” An Qi whispered. 

“If she wants to hide, how can we find her?” 

“Forget it, let her go.” 

“Besides, with her sister accompanying her, nothing will happen.” 

Speaking of Tang Yun, Mark also had mixed feelings. 

He really wanted to believe her. 

But now, it was obvious that An Qi’s matter was more urgent. 

While talking, Mark and the two had already returned to the old house of the 

Chu family. 

In the yard, Grandma was lying on a deck chair basking in the sun, with her 

eyes closed, as if she was asleep. 

It seems that the treatment of An Qi also made Grandma very tired. 



Mark didn’t wake her up, but took a blanket from the house and covered 

Grandma. 

“Are you back?” 

Grandma Tai seemed to have noticed it a long time ago, she closed her eyes 

and spoke slowly. 

“Grandma, I’m sorry I woke you up.” Mark apologized. 

“It’s okay, I stay in this old house, and I have more time to rest.” 

“It’s you brat, have you gone out to cause trouble again?” 

“If I hadn’t asked An Qi to call you. You bastard, I’m afraid you’d come back 

dead.” Grandma Tai opened her eyes and said Mark angrily. 

Mark chuckled, “Grandma, you already know?” 

“However, I have Yunyang Excalibur, they can’t do anything to me.” 

Grandma shook her head, her expression suddenly became serious, “You think 

too simply.” 

“Those people are definitely not something you can deal with now.” 

“Oh?” Mark was slightly taken aback, “Grandma, you are talking about those 

people on the list of gods? Do you know them?” 

“I’m not sure. It’s just that I feel their aura is somewhat similar to Chu Yuan’s.” 

“Moreover, these people appeared collectively after Chu Yuan’s fall. Moreover, 

they have been promoting the Dragon Gate Project.” 

“I always feel that they are planning some kind of conspiracy.” 



“By the way, when you were fighting Chu Yuan head-on, did he ever say what 

was his purpose for launching the war?” 

Grandma Tai suddenly turned around and asked Mark. 
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Mark thought about it, and said honestly, “I did investigate this before.” 

“According to Chumen’s subordinates, Chu Yuan’s purpose of attacking the 

world seems to be to find Longmen.” 

“Chu Yuan said that behind the dragon gate, there is the power to become an 

immortal.” 

“By the way, grandma. What exactly is that so-called Longmen?” 

“Do mortal things really contain the power to become a fairy?” 

“Also, grandma, I remember, you said before that Chu Yuan is dead. Then who 

was the one who fought with me before?” 

Mark asked curiously. 

Mark felt that he was already at the top. 

In the past, he thought that the higher a person stands, the farther he can see, 

and the less confusion in his heart. 

However, he found that he was wrong. 

Every time he stands on a new height, there will always be more problems that 

confuse him. 



Just like Mark now, he just feels that many things he encounters cannot be 

explained by his known knowledge. 

Whether it is the mystery of Chu Yuan’s identity, the mystery of his father’s 

whereabouts, or the mystery of Wan’er’s origin in the sacred mountain of 

India. 

There are so many wonders in this world. 

The more contact you have, the more you feel your own insignificance and 

ignorance. 

“how?” 

“Could it be that you also want to find the road to immortality?” 

Hearing Mark’s question, Grandma Tai turned to look at Mark with 

anticipation in her old eyes. 

Mark shook his head, “Grandma, I’m just asking.” 

“How ethereal is the road to immortality, how dare we mortals covet it?” 

“What’s more, I don’t want to become a fairy.” 

Yes. 

What Mark said was true. 

He has no persistent thoughts about becoming a fairy. 

His relatives are all in the world. 

If he became a fairy and ascended to the fairyland, he would be alone. 

If there is no lover by your side, then what is the meaning of this life? 



Like an emperor, standing alone on the throne that belongs to him. 

Everywhere you look, there is loneliness. 

What Mark wants to do most now is to cure An Qi, and then go to find Qiu 

Mucheng. 

“All right.” 

“You kid, you don’t have much ambition for power.” 

“However, I really hope that you have such thoughts.” 

“Since your Yunyang ancestor, my Chu family has passed down until now, and 

there has never been a fairy.” 

“The power of the Chu family’s bloodline has become weaker and weaker.” 
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“If you can become an immortal, then the talents of the descendants of my 
Chu family will be purified again.” 

“The Chu family will be able to continue their glory for another thousand 
years.” 

“Of course, since you don’t have this thought, that’s all.” 

“The path of practice should follow the original heart.” 

“If you don’t want to do it, you force it. No matter how talented you are, you 
may not be able to break through the world of mortals and become a fairy.” 

Grandma Tai shook her head and said, not continuing to discuss this topic 
with Mark. 



After all, everyone has his own aspirations. 

Although the grandma hopes that Mark can go further on the road of practice, 
and set up lofty ambitions like Emperor Yunyang did back then. 

However, some things cannot be forced after all. 

“It seems that the crisis of the earth can only be solved by others.” The 
grandma said quietly. 

Mark was undoubtedly even more curious, “Grandma, what do you mean?” 

Grandma stood up and walked slowly in the yard. 

“Since you want to know, it’s okay for me to tell you.” 

“But first, let me tell you a story.” 

“Thousands of years ago, the earth was invaded by alien creatures.” 

“That extraterritorial creature is extremely powerful, but devours the essence 
and blood of life on Earth to complete evolutionary growth.” 

“In the ancient books of my Chu family, this creature is called a strange 
demon.” 

“This strange demon is not only powerful, but also through a certain method, it 
has planted a “soul imprint” on human beings, making others their own 
puppets and wantonly controlling them.” 

“At that time, the ten titled masters in the top ten of the Tianbang were all 
reduced to puppets of strange demons, like marionettes. Under the control of 
strange demons, they wantonly captured human genius warriors and provided 
them for the strange demons to devour and evolve.” 

Grandma Tai spoke in a low voice, her deep words seemed to have traveled 
through the prehistoric ages. 

When Mark listened, it was as if his own sight followed back to the 
catastrophic battle thousands of years ago. 

In my heart, I was undoubtedly shocked. 



“This this” 

“The top ten on the list have all become puppets of strange demons.” 

“This strange monster is too scary, right?” 

Mark lost his voice. 

In this situation, he sounded desperate. 

You must know that the top ten on the Tianbang represents the highest 
combat power of human beings. 

But now, these strong men, who were supposed to represent the ceiling of 
human combat power, were enslaved by humans, with their blades turned 
inward, attacking humans. 

Thinking about this catastrophe, Mark felt desperate! 

“and after?” 

“Did the strange demon evolve successfully?” 

Mark asked anxiously. 

Grandma Tai didn’t answer in a hurry, but still told the story step by step. 

“That period can be said to be the darkest period for mankind.” 
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“The top titled masters on the earth have all become puppets of strange 
demons.” 

“In this situation, human beings are completely powerless to fight back.” 

“In just a few months, half of the world’s cities were destroyed.” 

“However, when the seas are flowing, it is only when you show your true 
qualities as a hero.” 

“It was also during that catastrophe that your ancestor Chu Yunyang, a comet 
rose.” 



“Using my own strength, I have killed the top ten titles in the Tianbang.” 

“Finally, forcefully suppress that strange demon!” 

“However, before the strange demon was sealed, it left behind six stone 
gates, and kept its own power behind the stone gates.” 

What? 

Hearing this, Mark’s face undoubtedly changed instantly. 

He suddenly raised his head, looked at his grandma, and said in disbelief, 
“Grandma, you mean, the strange stone gate I saw in the forbidden area of 
Chumen before was left by the strange demon back then.” 

Grandma Tai nodded, “That’s right. Back then, the strange demon was doing 
this in secret, and Yunyang’s ancestors didn’t know that the strange demon 
was still behind.” 

“Later, when our Chu family found out about this, the ancestor of Yunyang 
had already left the earth.” 

“Later, our Chu family also tried to send people to look for Shimen.” 

“But after searching for many years, I only found one.” 

“However, that stone gate is extremely strange, invulnerable to swords and 
guns, water and fire, and it can also affect people’s mind and soul.” 

“In the end, after careful consideration, my Chu family stopped looking for 
Shimen.” 

“After all, this stone gate is difficult to destroy. We are also worried that once 
the dragon gate is found, it will cause some uncontrollable disaster.” 

“That’s why the Chu family used this stone gate as a taboo gate.” 

“That rebellious son of Chu Yuan probably didn’t resist the temptation of the 
power behind the stone gate and opened the taboo gate, so he was finally 
controlled by the strange demon.” 

The grandma sighed, and there was an inexplicable heaviness and sadness 
in her words. 



Although Chu Yuan acted against her a lot. 

But in the end, blood and family ties. 

Now that she has become a puppet of a strange demon, and finally died in the 
hands of Mark, it is undoubtedly impossible for the mother, Grandma, not to 
be a little bit sad. 

Mark didn’t know what to say, so he comforted Grandma. 

All I can say is, sorry. 

“Okay, don’t comfort me.” 

“I am very old, and I have seen birth, old age, illness and death a lot.” 

“I’m used to it.” 

“That rebellious son ended up like this, and he deserved it himself. There is 
nothing to be sad about.” 

“My only concern is the current situation.” 

“I always feel that the Longmen project is very weird.” 

“Mark, why don’t you go check it out.” 

“If this dragon gate is really the stone gate you saw in the forbidden area of 
the Chu family, then try to destroy it.” 

“Even if it can’t be destroyed, it must be sealed up.” 
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“Otherwise, I am worried that the catastrophe of a thousand years ago will 
happen again.” 

“Back then, the ancestors of Yunyang saved the world.” 



“This time, if the strange demons come back, I’m afraid it will really be the end 
of the earth.” 

Grandma Tai looked at Mark, hoping that Mark could investigate this so-called 
Longmen plan. 

But Mark is not very interested. 

“Grandma, the world of martial arts now treats me like a scourge.” 

“Do you think they will let me approach the dragon gate?” 

“Besides, I don’t want to interfere with the affairs of the martial arts world 
anymore.” 

“Really, tired.” 

Mark shook his head and said. 

What about saving the world, what about the end of the earth, Mark really 
doesn’t want to bother with these mundane things anymore. 

Just like back then, when he dealt with Chu Yuan, he probably saved the 
world of martial arts. 

The results of it? 

The martial arts of various countries were ungrateful and rushed to Chumen 
Mountain within a few days, asking Mark to hand over the treasures of 
Chumen, and even besieged and killed Mark. 

And Noirfork’s side, because of this incident, almost suffered a catastrophe. 

In short, the various behaviors of martial arts in various countries have already 
made Mark extremely disappointed in this world. 

Why does he want to save such a worldly person? 

What’s more, the Longmen project has nothing to do with Mark. 

Mark naturally didn’t want to meddle in this nosy matter. 



Seeing Mark like this, the grandma sighed, and persuaded, “Mark, grandma 
knows that you have suffered a lot of grievances these years.” 

“If you accept the filth of the country, you will be the master of the country. If 
you accept the bad luck of the country, you will be the king of the world.” 

“Those who achieve great things often have to bear humiliation and 
grievances that ordinary people do not recognize.” 

“Mark, this matter is of great importance.” 

“Grandma still hopes that you will put aside your personal prejudices and go 
for a walk.” 

“Even if you don’t think about this world, you should think about Noirfork’s 
elders and your relatives and friends.” 

“Once it is true that the strange demon is behind the scenes, the strange 
demon will break through the seal in the future, and the human world will face 
catastrophe again.” 

“Noirfork, it is bound to be difficult to stay out of the matter.” 

Grandma persuaded from the side. 

“All right.” 

“Since the grandma has said so, for your sake, I’ll go for a walk.” 

“If the so-called Dragon Gate Project is really related to the Forbidden Gate.” 

“I’ll try to destroy it as much as possible.” 

“However, I don’t guarantee that it will be successful.” 

“Just do your best.” 

Mark finally agreed to Grandma Tai. 
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Let it be the last thing he, Mark, does for this world. 



However, just as Mark was about to leave, An Qi walked in at some point. 

She held hands, still unwilling to let Mark leave. 

“Mark, are you going to fight again?” 

“You promised me that you will no longer fight with others. You will no longer 
get involved in the martial arts world.” 

Angie’s words were full of worry. 

After going through so many hardships, An Qi’s heart was already full of 
holes. 

She is very afraid now that the people she cares about will be in danger and 
suffer any harm. 

Therefore, after waking up this time, she always wanted Mark to retire to the 
mountains and forests, away from the worldly disputes. 

Mark smiled and lightly scratched An Qi’s nose. 

“Silly girl, who said you’re going to fight.” 

“I’m leaving the martial arts world. Before I leave, I have to say goodbye to 
some old friends.” 

Mark laughed. 

“Really?” 

“Mark, don’t lie to me.” An Qi confirmed again. 

“Don’t worry, how could I lie to you. Truman is gone, Chu Yuan is dead, and 
there is no enemy in this world for me to deal with. Therefore, I will not fight. 
You wait for me here first Come on, I’ll go back.” Mark comforted An Qi. 

Then, they walked out of the courtyard. 

When he got to the door, Mark saw the Widow Wang at the entrance of the 
village who was chasing and cursing while holding a big knife. 



And in front of Widow Wang, a black dog ran wildly with its mouth wide open, 
with a pink underwear in its mouth, and the dog was blowing wildly in the 
wind. 

“You dead dog, stop for me!” 

“See if I don’t stew you to eat dog meat today?” 

“How many?” 

“I have more than ten pairs of underwear a month, all of which were stolen by 
you dead dog!” 

Widow Wang was so angry that she almost exploded. 

When Mark saw this scene, the corner of his mouth twitched fiercely. 

I thought that Xiao Hei, a dead dog, might be completely useless. 

What have you been taught by that old scalper? 

Seeing that someone was about to come to his door, Mark hurried forward, 
said a few good words, and then paid some money, which was considered to 
settle the matter. 

“Is this your dog?” 

“Can you take care of him?” 

“Why don’t you steal, but steal women’s underwear?” 

“This is the first time you’ve seen this kind of dog?” 

“Who taught this!” 

“Let me catch you next time, and I will call the police!” 

Widow Wang took the money and accused Mark angrily. 
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Mark blushed and apologized repeatedly. 

What a shame. 

After finally getting Widow Wang away, the black dog ran over wagging its tail. 

As if to thank Mark, he offered the widow Wang’s underwear that he had 
stolen with a single mouth, so that Mark could also taste it. 

“Get out!” 

Mark was so angry that he slapped it on the dog’s mouth. 

The beaten black dog circled around for a while. 

Finally, Mark lifted it up again. 

“Don’t stay here anymore, it’s not enough to cause trouble.” 

“Come on, let’s go to Yanshan with me.” 

Mark took the black dog and left Noirfork together, heading for Yanshan. 

“Wow woof” 

Looking at the pink underwear blown away by the wind, the black dog howled. 
But no matter how hard he struggled, he still couldn’t get rid of Mark’s hand, 
so he could only look at the underwear that reached his mouth in pain, and it 
flew away! 

———— 

———— 

Hot summer, the land of Yanshan. 

A bustling scene. 

A large number of warriors from all over Yanxia gathered here. 



Men and women, old and young, including some old guys who hadn’t been 
born in decades, also came to the foot of Yanshan Mountain. 

At this time, an old man came down the mountain. 

This old man seemed to be considered highly respected in the martial arts 
world, and many people came forward to say hello. 

“Mr. Kong, you are here?” 

“It seems that the temptation of this Longmen experience is really great.” 

“Even if you are old, you are attracted here.” 

Everyone exclaimed. 

Kong Ming laughed, “Aren’t I just here to join in the fun?” 

“I’m trapped in a bottleneck, and I haven’t broken through for many years. 
Thinking about finding an opportunity, I can undoubtedly use this to step into 
the realm of a master?” 

“Mr. Kong, be bold and directly set a title goal. I heard that the last batch of 
people who entered Longmen to practice, have already stepped into the title 
within a few months. Mr. Kong, you have practiced martial arts for many years 
and have a profound background. , there is only one opportunity left, maybe 
this Longmen experience is this opportunity, allowing you to accumulate a lot 
of money,” someone said. 

When Kong Ming heard this, his heart trembled. “Is this Longmen experience 
really so powerful? Has someone become a titled master in a few months?” 

“That is. Otherwise, how could there be so many people all over the world 
vying to be selected and qualified to enter the Longmen training?” 

Everyone said something to each other, and in the words, they did not 
conceal their expectations and hopes for entering the Dragon Gate. 

“Teacher Kong Ming, do you still remember me?” While everyone was talking, 
a sexy woman in leather jacket and pants came over and greeted Kong Ming. 



Seeing the person coming, Kong Ming was stunned for a moment, then 
happily said, “You are the commander-in-chief of the Noirfork Military Region, 
Lu Tianhe’s daughter, Lu Yanxi?” 

Lu Yanxi nodded, “Hey, does Mr. Kong Ming still remember me?” 

“Haha, that’s for sure. After all, you and I were comrades-in-arms who lived 
and died together. Time flies so fast. I think it was two or three years ago 
when I went to the Amazon rainforest.” Kong Ming couldn’t help but sigh with 
emotion. 

“Yes. I remember that at that time, we were four people walking together, 
besides you and me, there was also Lu Hua, and Chu” Lu Yanxi also recalled, 
but when she said the name of the last person, after all, Lu Yanxi Still kept 
silent. 

Thinking of the past, the smile on Kong Ming’s face disappeared immediately, 
“Speaking of Lu Hua, that child is also extremely talented. He was selected 
into the country’s outstanding talent training program at a young age. I made 
publicity and offended that man. Not only did I lose my life, but I also killed my 
whole family, and in the end, I ended up with a ruined family.” 

Lu Yanxi also smiled wryly, “It is indeed. However, who would have thought 
that the person who walked with us back then would reach such a high height 
in the end.” 

“If he knew this earlier, Lu Hua probably wouldn’t dare to offend him.” 

Chapter 4441 

In life, there is no if after all. 

But in fact, looking back, among countless accidents, there is also his 
inevitability. 

Just like the trip to the rain forest back then, the relationship between Mark 
and the three of them was not very good. 

However, Kong Ming and Lu Yanxi have lived well until now. 

However, Lu Hua ended up in a never-ending ending. 



“To put it bluntly, it was Lu Hua who committed suicide.” 

“You said, in the rainforest, it’s fine to mess with that man.” 

“After returning to the country, they actually intensified and harmed the man’s 
relatives and friends. It is said that he wanted to take his woman as his own.” 

“If you do something like this, you can only say that it is still forgivable for God 
to do evil. If you do evil yourself, you can’t live.” 

The dispute between Mark and Lu Hua was a big one in Yanxia Martial Arts 
back then. 

It is said that Mark went to Yanshan Mountain. 

All the titles of the pillar kingdoms in the Temple of Valkyrie were forced to 
step back. 

Looking back on this incident, it is still embarrassing. 

“Mr. Kong, are you talking about Brian Chu from Noirfork?” 

“He dared to be so arrogant back then.” 

“Now, I’m afraid I don’t have that courage anymore.” 

“Have you heard that the Dragon Temple has announced its public 
disbandment, and Brian Chu is also planning to hide from the world.” 

“What does this mean?” 

At this time, a person heard Kong Ming’s conversation and came over with a 
faint smile. 

Seeing the person coming, many people around came to greet him one after 
another. 

“Mr. Zhao is doing well.” 

“Director Zhao is really young and promising. At such a young age, he is in 
charge of the affairs of the Martial God Palace.” 



“I heard that Director Zhao personally handles the selection of the Dragon 
Gate Project.” 

Everyone complimented. 

Zhao Zhenlu waved his hand, “I’m all doing things for Dianzhu Chen, I’m just a 
handyman at most, you don’t have to be polite.” 

Kong Ming also clasped his fists and greeted him. 

Kong Ming also knew Zhao Zhenlu. 

At the beginning, he was just a little-known little figure in the martial arts world, 
and many years ago he worshiped Kong Ming’s disciples to practice martial 
arts. 

However, Kong Ming kicked him out of the division because of his poor 
aptitude. 

But who would have thought that such a person with dull aptitude would now 
become a celebrity around Chen Jiuzhou and be highly regarded. 

It is not an exaggeration to say that he is in charge of all affairs of the Wushen 
Temple. 

Those who know Zhao Zhenlu’s experience can’t help feeling that this team is 
really a skill. 

Before the Yanshan feast, Chen Jiuzhou was suddenly promoted to the 
position of Lord of the Martial God Hall. 

At that time, most people were on the sidelines. 

Ericson Li and others openly opposed it! 

However, Zhao Zhenlu rushed to the front and took the lead in supporting 
Chen Jiuzhou to control Yan Xia Martial Dao. 

It was also after this that Chen Jiuzhou remembered the name Zhao Zhenlu. 

So he was promoted out of the ordinary, and directly transferred from the city 
below to the Yanshan Center to be in charge of the specific affairs of the 
Wushen Temple. 



As a result, an elder strongman like Kong Ming, who is highly respected in the 
Yanxia martial arts world, has to bow his head in front of a younger generation 
like Zhao Zhenlu. 

A close minister of the emperor, he also controls the quota of the Dragon Gate 
Project, which all warriors flock to. 

 


